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Haviva Reich 16, 
Habonim School
Apleasant summer’s afternoon, and along with ail the other parents 
we are sitting on the concrete steps of the Habonim School in 
the Ramot Remez district. We have gathered for what is called a 
“communal evening” — one evening in the year when the whole of the 
school community, parents and children, j oin together for a shared 
célébration; the parents on the concrete benches, and the children 
down below seated in rows, ail wearing white T-shirts bearingthe 
motif of the sixtieth anniversaiy of the foundation of the state. Ail 
are waiting for the ceremony to begin, when suddenly over the 
loudspeakers fam iliar sounds are heard. The children stand up and 
arrange themselves in ranks, the sounds become clearer, and even 
the nature of the ceremony suddenly takes a familiar turn, leaving no 
room for doubt: these are the sounds of the IDF anthem. The children 
in their two ranks go up to the open precinct marching left-right, 
left-right, like little soldiers. From the steps of the school another 
group of children descends, cariying Israeli flags in cérémonial 
style. A  spectacular m ilitaiy parade is being staged before us, and the 
little soldiers are the pupils of this elementary school. Amongthem, 
somewhere amid the crowds of children dressed in white, is my 
daughter too, a first-year pupil. And I weep. I feel the tears streaming 
down my cheeks and I can’t stop them. What has brought on this 
weeping, I ask myself — what am I weeping over here?

1950 : Borochov 18 , Ramot Remez
Fifty-eight years earlier, a few minutes walk from 

the school, ayoung and animated couple are entering their first 
apartment. He is a former kibbutznik, a naval officer, veiy proud of 
his rôle and his contribution to the building of the young state, for 
whose establishment he was fighting just two years before. She’s a 
secretaiy in the Youth Aliyah office, helping with the absorption of
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young immigrants, and she too is contributing in her own way to the 
project of building up the developing State.

They both arrived in the countiy some 10 or 15 years 
earlier, children sent to Palestine by their parents, a moment 
before the world that they knew collapsed and disappeared. He 
left his parents and his brother behind in Germany, and never 
saw them again. She arrived at the âge of 12, alone, leaving behind 
her an anxious mother and a father who had already been sent to a 
concentration camp. The war that came later, and the total disruption 
of Jewish life in the diaspora, convinced them that there was no other 
option for survival other than the foundation of a Jewish State, “So 
that what happened to us won’t happen to you,” they always used to 
say afterwards.

Their arrivai in the countiy was seen as an abrupt 
transition, from the powerlessness and the impotence of “there”, to 
the energy and independence of “here”. After immigration, both of 
them (independently of each other) changed their personal names -  
a potent symbol of the new beginning and the total change that they 
envisaged. Yiddish, my mother’s mother-tongue, was left behind, 
and though they both attended German-speaking schools, they spoke 
Hebrew between themselves. Their meeting, in the army duringthe 
war of 1948, was a meeting of conscripts. Now, two years later, they 
can fmally begin constmcting their personal lives.
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This is a white house, two storeys, with a red-tiled roof, 
one of a row of identical houses, each comprising four apartments of 
two and a half rooms including a tiny kitchenette [...] . Hardly any of 
the children born to families living in this building (or the buildings 
nearby) will have a grandfather or a grandmother, and uncles and 
aunts are also few and far between — most have been left behind, in 
the small towns, the concentration camps, on the death marches. The 
families living in the neighbourhood become alternative families to 
one another: the women sleep together when the men are away on 
duty, help one another in childbirth. As time goes on they will bring 
up their children together.

The feeling is of novelty, construction, création of a new 
society. Haifa is their city, and it’s growing before their eyes. Eight 
years later a baby daughter will be born to the couple living in the 
second floor apartment on the left, and that’s me.

19 59 : Adam Hacohen 1 1  Steet, the Ziv Neighbourhood
In 1959 my parents receive réparation payments from 

Germany. After a lengthy légal process, a substantial sum arrives, a 
heart-rending attempt to make amends for that for which there can 
be no amends. In the documents attached it is stated that the money 
is intended to offer “compensation” (Wiedergutmachung) for the 
terrible destruction: the parents, the younger brother and the other 
family members murdered in the camps — places and dates unknown
-  the house that was left (or later demolished?) in the little village in 
eastern Germany, the glove factoiy that had belonged to the family 
for générations. In fdling in the meticulously correct form, typical of 
German bureaucracy, which invited him, in 1955, to describe ail the 
family property lost in the Holocaust for purposes of compensation, 
my father made a long list of ail the contents of the house which 
used to be and were no more: so many cupboards in eveiy room, 
chairs, crockeiy, pictures, pillows and woollen blankets, candlesticks 
and silver cutleiy. At 4 0 -som ethingyears old, after 20 years as a 
pioneering kibbutznik and living through times of austerity, he was 
tiyingto restore the lost bourgeois lifestyle: the proceeds enabled 
them to buy a new apartment. The money, which arrived precisely on 
my birthday, was later defmed, with the kind of pathos that aims to 
preserve optimism, as “a spécial present from Grandpa”.

They décidé to move to a bigger apartment in one of 
the houses currently being built in the neighbourhood: a spacious 
building comprising twelve three-room or four-room apartments, in 
Adam Hacohen Street, near the Technion, still under construction.
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The neighbours in the new building, like him, are Ashkenazis, 
Holocaust survivors or Holocaust refugees.

Only when the Egyptians invade the Sinai Peninsula 
in 1967 does the sense of dread threaten to reappear and destroy 
eveiything that has been built with so much toil. A  few days before 
the outbreak of war, the aunt in Switzerland is on the phone with my 
parents, inviting them to uphold the family tradition: “At least save 
the girls, send them to me,” she urges them, echoing the manner in 
which they were saved, when their parents sent them to Palestine 
shortly after the Nazis came to power.

1968: The Forest, near the Technion
I ’m tenyears old. Not long ago the whole of our class joined 

the youth movement. and now the instructor has told us we have a 
spécial mission. It turns out that Arab terrorists, who were being held 
in the prison near Beit Oren, have escaped and are now at large in 
the forest alongside the Technion, the very place where we have our 
meetings. The instructors have found papers with Arabie writing on 
them, and now it is our task to track the terrorists down and catch 
them if we can. We set out to explore the paths among the oak-trees 
and sure enough, before long we see them down below; they’re sitting 
round a camphre, wearing kaffias on their heads, so you can tell 
they’re Arabs, and singing stirring songs.

When the signal is given, along with ail the members 
of the class, I run down the slope — we’re ail ready to sacrifice our 
lives for the sake of the people and the state. But then, much to 
our disappointment (or perhaps not?) it turns out that we’ve been 
tricked: the apparent terrorists are really just the instructors from 
the other group, dressed up as Arabs with kaffias. We j oin them in 
their barbecue, and celebrate our “victoiy”. Anyway, we’ve passed 
the test, we were prepared to sacrifice everything for the sake of the 
homeland, and that is what matters.

1973: Abba Hillel Silver Street, Izraeliya
After the spacious houses that were built in Naveh Shaanan 

in the 1950s and early 1960s, it is the turn of the sprawling suburbs 
of the end of that decade. On the slopes of the hill descending from 
Hannita Street, in Abba Hillel Silver Street, scores of tall buildings 
are put up in a huriy, crammed close together, and ail divided up into 
small apartments. Izraeliya they called the new district, which we saw 
being built from the playground of our school on the hill opposite. In 
the buildings live young couples, some of them immigrants who were
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beginning to emerge from the Soviet Union at that time, slipping 
through cracks in the Iron Curtain. By the time of the Yom Kippur 
War in 1973, these buildings were ûrmly established, and for us they 
constituted a mission: for fear of Syrian bombing raids, an apparently 
inévitable return to the terrors of the Second World War, ail residents 
of the city (and the other cities of the country), were asked to black- 
out their houses. The headlights of cars were painted dark blue, and 
black strips glued to the windscreens. High school children, teamed 
in pairs, are recruited into the Civil Defence units and sent to patrol 
the streets, fulûlling the important rôle of black-out wardens. The 
task: to move around amongthe houses, and on fmding one of them 
not darkened enough, to shout, “ Third floor, turn off that light!”

Ilan and I, both 15 years old, apply ourselves to the task 
with a sense of fun although we take it seriously too. Our strolls down 
the darkened streets in the long evenings of the war are a strange, 
almost surreal experience. Ilan’s brother is serving in the Golani 
Brigade and he is worried about him; fearsome rumours are coming 
through ail the time about school-leavers, just three years older than 
us, who had already been drafted and had died in the war. Nimi, the 
son of Ruth and Itzik Gazit, who served with my father in the navy, is 
missing somewhere in Sinai. Giora Senesh had been taken prisoner.

Three years later, in October 1976, our high school days 
are over, and Ilan joins the army. A  few days after being recruited, he 
cornes home for the Yom Kippur holiday, and we have our reunion 
on Ittais balcony in Ahuza. The next day, he rides on his bike to the 
pharmacy to buy antiseptic skin cream, and he cycles the wrong way 
down a one-way Street. A  motorist panicks at the sight of him, and 
steps on the gas pedal instead of the brake. Ilan is knocked down 
and killed instantly, less than a week after joining the army. We ail 
gather round his freshly dug grave in the m ilitaiy cemeteiy of Haifa.
As our Civil Defence boss had promised us, he was accorded that last 
dubious honour — a m ilitaiy funeral.

1979 : U niversity Libraiy, Carm el Heights
The year is 1979, and Im  21 years old, with ail my life 

in front of me: a few weeks ago I completed my army service, a 
time which I spent in personnel administration as a social worker 
addressing the problems of soldiers. Those years were fascinating 
but wearisome as well. And now there’s a sense of libération: I want to 
work in Sinai, travel abroad, come home and start studying. I ’ve been 
accepted at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem, and for a spécial 
programme in the Haifa University as well. I need to décidé. Am I 
staying at home? Movingto Jerusalem?
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I décidé to leave the city, drawn by what seem to be the 
more powerful attractions of the other great cities of the land, Tel 
Aviv or Jerusalem. Behind me I leave a load of memories, intimate 
acquaintance with the woods of Garmel, home, family, friends.
For the next 28 years I will be here only for weekend visits, spent 
mostly in the family home. In Jerusalem I discover the world of 
current affairs, social diversity, the delights of vibrant student life, 
journalism as a career, démonstrations against the occupation, active 
Jewish-Arab coopération. Haifa, ail those years, seems provincial, 
boring, not for me.

3007: Duchifat Street 8, Ramat Hen
In the spring of 2007, when Im  already the mother of a 

daughter and partner of another former Haifa resident who drifted to 
Jerusalem, we suddenly décidé, in the course of our family Passover 
holiday in the city, to return to Haifa.

The suburb of Ramat Hen, in which we buy our new house, 
is one of several other well-established suburbs (Vardia, Ramat 
Almogi, Ramat Golda) built in the city during the 1990s or the early 
2000s: the buildings are terraced stone houses, almost ail of them with 
big open balconies, overlooking the wadis, and the bay and the sea 
down below. Half of the neighbours, I estimate when ail the apartments 
in the new building have been sold, are Oriental Jews. Naveh Shaanan 
is no longer a haven for Ashkenazis, and this isn’t the only change.

In the early hours of the morning, especially on Sabbaths 
but sometimes other days too, I go strolling around my new and old 
neighbourhoods. Sometimes Im  content with one circuit of the hill, 
looking at the houses and wondering who lives in them. Not so many 
members of the Egged coopérative, building workers or army officers,
I reckon, more software engineers, hi-tech specialists, and still a few 
lecturers at the university and the Technion. In my building live two 
employees of the electricity company and two technicians working in 
the armaments industiy. The children ride their bikes around the local 
streets and gather on the playground in the middle of the quarter.

The Ziv Centre, which in my childhood comprised two 
groceries, one greengrocer, a stationeiy shop, a bank, a pharmacy, 
hairdresser and watchmaker, is today a vibrant and lively place, 
even at night — I have counted there no fewer than ten restaurants
— pizzerias, pubs, Ghinese eateries, pâtisseries, agencies, banks, a 
gym. . Sometimes they seem to me to have a strange kind of grandeur.
I really know these buildings, I think to myself, as if in a flash time 
will turn backwards, and instead of the restaurant, the swings of my
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childhood playground will stand again in the garden, and Carol and 
Zelig, the grocers, will be back, selling half a loaf of black bread. With 
Zeligyou dont need to pay, you can sign for it.

2008: Independence Street 103, Lower City
In the Haifa of my childhood our lives revolved around 

reference points within the neighbourhood -  from home to the 
school, to the youth camp on Galilee Street, to shopping in the Ziv 
Centre. Sometimes we went as far afteld as the shops in what was then 
the commercial hub, Herzl and Hehalutz Streets in Hadar. When we 
had grown a little older, we dared to go now and then to see films in 
the cinéma complex in Carmel Centre, which had only just opened its 
doors. The Lower City remained even then a distant zone, to which we 
went down once ayear to buy smuggled jeans from the sailors’ stalls 
near the port. The existence of Arabs in the city was a distant rumour. 
We knew that they were located somewhere in these remote corners, 
but we never met with them or talked with them. Most of them, we 
knew, had fled (or been expelled?) in 1948. This didn’t bother us 
particularly.

Today I get into my car eveiy morning in the Ramat Hen 
district and drive down to the city, and in the office where I work, 
waiting at my do or, are Shahira, Samar, Muhanad Dalia. There are 
Arabs in Haifa, they have faces, names, children. Some of them, like 
Samar, grew up here, went to their schools, enjoyed their places of 
entertainment. But the trajectories of their lives and of ours, like 
two parallel lines, never met at that time. Others arrived later from 
villages in the vicinity, studied in the university and stayed. When
I was drawn to Jerusalem as a place of freedom and youthful life, 
they came to Haifa and transformed it, so I have learned, into the 
metropolis of an alternative Arab culture. And now we’re working 
together in the same office, I with my Jewish-Zionist histoiy of Haifa, 
and they with their Palestinian Haifa. In one of our projects we are 
tiyingto sketch a model for Haifa as a shared city. Is it possible to 
bringthe parallel lines together? Is it possible, for example, to create 
shared public spaces? What should they look like? What do we ail 
need to know about the histoiy of this city?

2008: Hatoren Street 19, Ein Hayam
One evening, a few days before Yom Kippur 2008, we’re 

ail sitting in the garden of Shahira and A li’s house in Ein Hayam 
district, another one of the new territories that I ’ve discovered 
upon returningto the city. On white chairs arranged round small
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tables laden with salads, kubbeh, stuffed mushrooms, vine-leaves 
and other delicacies, sits the group of activists in the project for the 
promotion of Haifa as a shared city. Yoav, manager of the Beit Hagefen 
community centre, is engaged in animated conversation with Suad, 
another community leader. In another corner Amal Jabarin, one 
of the candidates of the United Arab List, up for élection to the 
municipal council, is explaining the importance of the list, while 
Edna Zaretzky, the candidate representing Hadash, is in conversation 
with Rula, leader of the Union of Arab Women, discussingthe 
advantages and drawbacks of public support for the current Mayor, 
YonahYahav. Samir, 16-year-old son of Shahira and Ali, passes by the 
assembled company with his gelled hair. He’s just come back from a 
performance at the Haifa theatre, which he attended as a member of 
theyouth drama group. “Well, how was it?” asks Yael Abada, director 
of the council of urban volunteers, whose son also belongs to this 
group. ‘Awesome” says Samir. Asil, ten-year-old daughter of the 
householders, asks Ze’ev, the academic consultant to the project, to 
take a look at her homework.

Shahira tells us that two years ago, during the traditional 
Yom Kippur bike ride, Samir fell off and nearly broke his shoulder. 
The rieh cheesecake and the coffee, handiwork of the lady of the 
house, round off a pleasant social evening, a Jewish-Arab, multi- 
cultural experience on a lavish scale. And the veiy next day, in a 
différent place (Acre) but apparently in another era as well, an Arab 
motorist drives through a Jewish neighbourhood, thus infringing 
(as will later be reported) what is regarded as the “sanctity of the 
day”. A  Jewish mob attacks the motorist with cries of “ Death to 
the Arabs”. The motorist flees for his life and someone (his son?) 
spreads over the loudspeakers of the mosque the rumour that Jews 
have killed Arabs in the city. An Arab mob raids the homes of Jews 
in reprisai, Jews set hre to the homes of Arabs. “The writingwas on 
the wall,” YediotAhronot is to report a week later, in an issue featuring 
interviews with the mayors of the mixed-race cities. “ In Haifa this 
could not happen,” Mayor Yahav says on this occasion. It could go 
eitherway, I ’inthinking. Is such optimism justiûed?

And the question remains open, accompanying me in the 
days, weeks and months that follow, during which the conflict brings 
down upon us the murderous war in Gaza, the démonstrations in Haifa, 
the alarming success of Lieberman in the 2009 élections. Will it be 
possible to preserve Haifa, this shared island of ours, as an outpost 
of sanity and a kind of co-existence, while ail around us violence and 
hatred dominate the agenda? “Transfer of population is not possible
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at the moment, but in a différent configuration, with an increase in 
hostility, it will certainly be possible”, a new member of the Knesset, 
the Kahanist Michael Ben-Ari has promised in a newspaper interview. 
It follows from this that our mission is to reduce hostility and the 
dangers of escalation. But how is this to be done?

At a meeting with peace activists from the city of Mostar 
in Bosnia, they describe to us the histoiy of the city, which was also 
regarded -  in the years of Tito’s rule -  as a symbol of co-existence, 
until it ail fell apart in the great conflict, and scores of thousands of 
refugees abandoned the city in a violent and horrifie process of ethnie 
cleansing, leaving it divided and scarred. The nervous laughter with 
which we respond to the stoiy is testimony to our own fears, as one of 
our number points out. Gould somethinglike this happen in Haifa too?

2008: Haviva Reich 16, Habonim School
A  return to the opening tableau, to the school precinct, 

the children dressed in white, marchingto the strains of an army 
anthem, and my tears too, streaming of their own accord. What are 
the tears for, I wonder to m yself. And suddenly I know.

I weep because a part of me is veiy glad to have this 
privilege, the ability to bring up my daughter in the place where I 
grew up, so close to the Street where my parents made their first 
home. This feels right to me, perhaps precisely because there was 
one privilege which I never had: the places where my parents grew 
up were left far behind. They were a distant dream, fictional settings: 
once they had been destroyed and rendered inaccessible, there 
was no prospect of ever returning to them. The opportunity to say, 
“This was my mother’s school, this is where she used to play when 
she was my âge,” never existed for me. My ability as a mother to 
say “We played in these woods”, “ Here we played hide-and-seek”, 
is a privilege, it creates links between générations, of prodigious 
strength. That’s a part of it.

But Im  also weeping because I dont want this daughter 
of mine, the granddaughter of the founders of this suburb, to grow 
up to be a soldier too, commanded to sacrifice her life for the people 
and the homeland. Instead of preparing for war and marching like 
a disciplined soldier while still at elementaiy school, I want her to 
be a builder of peace, to make friends with Shahira’s children, and 
study with them what it means to live harmonious lives in this city, 
which is both secular and sane (compared with other cities) but 
likewise trapped in the pincers of dangerous and destructive racial 
conflict, with mutual hatred threatening to destroy any prospect of
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coopération, any attem pt to tran scen d  narrow  nationalist identities. 
“You know, I have a Palestin ian  fr ie n d ,” m y daughter says, w ith a 
m ixture of excitem ent and defiance, to one of h er classm ates, a few 
days after spend ing som e tim e with Sh ah ira ’s daughter. The classm ate 
doesn ’t respond, perhaps d ig estin g h e r su rp rise  at th is unexpected 
Crossing of the lin es. But th is is the future that I want: fo r m e, for her 
and for ail of h er génération.

Is it possib le? This rem ain s an open question.

r o l l y  r o s e n  is an Israeli journalist born and now living in Haifa. She contributed 
to the spécial édition of Mediterranean (Êtrejournaliste en Méditerranée). She 
works with SHATIL the New Israël Fund’s Empowerment and Training Center for 
Social Change Organizations in Israël.

p h i l i p  s i m p s o n , a well-known translator of Hebrew literature, lives in Oxford.
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